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What is the Problem? 

It is very unfortunate that our elderly loved ones, our fathers, mothers, and sisters 

may be exposed to an incurable disease that makes them lose the taste of life and 

the pleasure of communicating with their loved ones and relatives.



What is the Problem? 

● 130 Thousand Alzheimer's patients in the KSA.

● By 2050 The number of people with Alzheimer's disease will double.

● Every 3 seconds someone around the world develops dementia.

● There are more than 9.9 million new cases of dementia each year worldwide,

which means one new case every 3.2 seconds.

● Early intervention and accurate diagnosis save USA states alone up to $7.9

billion in healthcare costs



What is your Solution?

This project, which aims in its entirety to help them and guide them towards a

better life and manual communication with careful monitoring by relatives in

addition to An accurate mathematical program that notices all his immediate and

temporary memories in order to preserve their being in our society without worry

or fear of the unknown and the power of disease, which has become a

phenomenon in the world due to the acceleration of life and the variety of strange

foods on their societies.



How will this application make Money?

Thus, this application will help to help maintain the constant level and raise its

level with linking and marketing of our products by making partnerships with all

sectors that serve health and balance such as pharmacies, clinics, hospitals and

other specialized health sectors or care homes for the elderly in a selective and

effective manner and employing artificial intelligence and stopping the depletion of

the memory of our loved ones.



What is the Future?

In the future, the explanations will be completed and developed for higher forecast

accuracy, in addition to developing the general shape of the project to suit

marketing, and some other features can be added to it that serve the same

context.



Memory Aid



Analysis and Prediction Result for one person for five months
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